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david h. keller collection rare book room, swarthmore ... - gernsback, the electrical-engineer-turnedpublisher of such magazines as amazing stories and science wonder stories, was so impressed by keller’s
contributions to his publications that he coined the term “kelleryarns” to describe stories that attained the sort
of psychological depth and insight that were the hallmarks of keller’s tales. robert silverberg the year’s
best science fiction - gardner dozois’ the year’s best science fiction, now approaching its thirtieth ... ning in
1979 with the top stories of 1939. ancestral to all of these, the first of all the year’s bests, is a superb set of
books ... thrilling wonder stories and its companion startling stories, after computers and intractability: a
guide to the theory of np ... - wonder stories/thrilling wonder stories . 4 worlds of tomorrow various
individual issues – magazine a. merrit’s fantasy magazine absolute magnitude asimov’s sf adventure magazine
black gate cosmos science fiction and fantasy magazine cracked extro graham stone, 1926-2013: a life in
science fiction - graham stone, 1926-2013: a life in science fiction . ... of thrilling wonder stories. by october
he had also found examples of astounding and amazing. ... he also an article comparing wrote wonder stthe
early ories and amazing stories for the club’s one-shot fanzine, future, ... the moon pool - muse.jhu thrilling wonder stories, october 1936. this is actually a stand-alone revision of "the last poet and the robots."
"three lines of old french." argosy, august 9,1919. "through the dragon glass." all-story weekly, november
24,1917. "when old gods wake." in avon fantasy reader, no. 7, edited by donald a. wollheim. new york: avon,
1948.
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